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Abstract 13 

The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of clay stabilization and hemp content on hygric and 14 

thermal performances. This experimental study is based on the measurement of sorption isotherm, moisture 15 

buffer value and thermal properties. The effect of water content on thermal conductivity is also investigated. The 16 

results show that Hemp Clay Composites (HCC) and Hemp Stabilized Clay Composites (HSCC) are 17 

hygroscopic and moisture buffering materials. The correlations between hemp content and water content are 18 

identified for sorption curves. An innovative analysis of the contribution of hemp and binder to water sorption is 19 

performed. The moisture buffer values classify the designed composites as excellent hygric regulators according 20 

to the Nordtest classification. The thermal conductivity ranges from 0.089 to 0.120 W/(m.K) at dry state, making 21 

them suitable for distributed insulation. The thermal conductivity increases linearly with density, for the two 22 
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binders investigated in this study. Besides, the thermal conductivity increases linearly with water content too. 23 

Finally, this study underlines that the designed composites show high hygrothermal qualities. 24 

Keywords: Hemp; clay; Sorption isotherm; Moisture buffer value; Thermal conductivity. 25 

1. Introduction 26 

In a context of sustainable development and energy saving, bio-based building materials are designed to replace 27 

conventional products in order to reduce environmental impacts. Bio-based materials are relevant because they 28 

are made from renewable raw materials and allow carbon sequestration thanks to photosynthesis during their 29 

growth [1–7]. Among them, hemp based materials have been studied extensively. Hemp concretes, generally 30 

made of hemp shiv and lime based binder, have good hygrothermal characteristics [1,5,7–16], as described 31 

below. 32 

From a hygric point of view, hemp concretes show a high hygroscopic behavior due to the coupling of hemp 33 

shiv and binder [1,8,9,11,12]. It was shown that hemp concretes have sigmoid sorption curves, characteristics of 34 

macro-porous media [8,11,17–19]. It was also shown that the GAB model very closely fits the sorption 35 

isotherms [9,15,16,20]. In addition, hemp concretes have a high water vapor permeability about 10−11 - 10−10  36 

kg/(m.s.Pa)) [8,15–17,19,20]. Thanks to these properties, these materials show high moisture buffering 37 

capacities with moisture buffer values globally close to or higher than 2 g/(m2.%RH), so they are classified as 38 

good or excellent hygric regulators according to the NORDTEST project [9,15,16,20]. 39 

From a thermal point of view, hemp concretes have low conductivities due to their low densities. Thermal 40 

conductivities range from 0.06 to 0.19 W/(m.K) for dry densities varying from 200 to 850 kg/m3 [8,10,16,19,21–41 

27]. Cerezo gives a linear relationship between thermal conductivity and density of hemp concretes [8]. Thermal 42 

conductivity of bio-aggregate-based building materials is thus related with density. It also depends on several 43 

parameters such as formulation (binder, aggregate, aggregate to binder ratio), production method and water 44 

content. Collet and Pretot [10] reported that thermal conductivity could increase by 15–20% from dry state to 45 

90%RH. 46 

Life cycle assessments (LCA) carried out on hemp concrete walls including a wood frame show that hemp 47 

concrete walls have lower environmental impacts than those of walls made of usual construction materials, with 48 
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equivalent performance [3,4,10]. These studies highlight the benefits of using hemp in terms of global warming 49 

potential. Indeed, bio-sourced materials are regarded as carbon sinks through photosynthesis. On the other hand, 50 

it is shown that the environmental impacts result mainly from the production phase of the raw materials and in 51 

particular from the binder production, the main contributor [5]. 52 

Thus, the use of an alternative binder can improve the environmental balance of hemp concrete while keeping 53 

satisfactory mechanical, hygric and thermal characteristics. In this context, this study aims to replace lime based 54 

binder by clay matrix. Actually, natural clay shows low environmental impacts: the resource is available in large 55 

quantities, the energy required to extract, transform and produce materials from earth is extremely low and it is a 56 

recyclable material. Compared with hemp-lime, an earth-hemp mixture is estimated to be more than 20 times 57 

less costly in grey energy (49 MJ/m³ against 1166 MJ/m³), with a carbon impact more than 5 times lower (196 58 

kgCO2/m³ against -35 kgCO2/m³) [28], while leading to reduce end-of-life management costs. In addition, earth 59 

material is highly performant from a hygric point of view, due to its capacity to regulate ambient relative 60 

humidity [29]. Allinson and Hall [30] studied the hygrothermal performance of rammed earth using both 61 

experimental and numerical tools. This study concluded on the good moisture capacity of stabilized rammed 62 

earth. From a thermal point of view, earth is not a good thermal insulator due to its high density, but the coupling 63 

with bio-based aggregate should reduce the composite thermal conductivity. 64 

Several bio-aggregates are used with earth matrix to manufacture bio-based building materials, among them: 65 

hibiscus cannabinus fibers [31,32], straw bale [33], wood [33,34], oat fibers [35], corn cob [36], millet [37], 66 

sawdust [38], coconut coir [39] or phytomass [40]. In these studies, the bio-aggregates contents are very low, 67 

inducing densities higher than 1000 kg/m3 in most cases, and thus thermal conductivities higher than 0.5 68 

W/(m.K). This makes these materials unsuitable for thermal insulation purposes.  69 

On the other hand, a few papers can be found with higher bio-aggregate contents that induce lower densities of 70 

earthen construction materials [41–46]. In these studies, thermal conductivity ranges between 0.055 and 0.18 71 

W/(m.K) for dry densities ranging from 235 to 586 kg/m3. The effect of aggregate content on the thermal 72 

conductivity of composites is studied in [31,34,39,47–49]. The increase in aggregate or fiber content induces a 73 

reduction of thermal conductivity. For instance, for clay-cement-wood composites, the thermal conductivity 74 

decreases from 0.24 to 0.08 W/(m.K) when the wood shavings mass content increases from 10 to 50% [47]. This 75 

variation is linked with the composite density and porosity, and a linear relationship between thermal 76 
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conductivity (λ) and density (ρ) is defined in [47]: λ= 0.228ρ - 0.006. In Bouguerra et al [50], the thermal 77 

conductivity of wood cement-clay based composites decreases from 0.439 to 0.132 W/(m.K) when the wood 78 

aggregates mass content ranges from 0% to 50%. 79 

Stabilization can affect thermal conductivity of earth composites. The incorporation of pozzolan or sawdust 80 

addition in stabilized soil building blocks induces a decrease in the density and thermal conductivity while the 81 

moisture content of these materials modifies their thermal performance [51]. 82 

Lastly, the water content also impacts the thermal conductivity of composites. For rape straw clay mix and 83 

sunflower bark clay composites, the thermal conductivity increases respectively by 48.5% and by 34.5% from 84 

dry state to 98 % RH [44]. This increase is due to the replacement of air in the pores by water, which is a better 85 

heat conductor than air [38,51,52].  86 

Regarding the hygric properties of bio-aggregates - earth composites, the sorption isotherms show a sigmoid 87 

shape. In [41,43], the mass moisture content ranges between 4.8 and 8% at 80 % RH. The equilibrium water 88 

content increases with the plant matter content and depends on the nature of the plant, as shown in [33] for earth 89 

plasters containing wheat straw, barley straw and wood shavings. 90 

This work investigates the use of clay as a binding matrix in hemp composites. In a previous study [53], several 91 

composites were designed using clay or stabilized clay and considering several mix proportioning regarding the 92 

intended use (floor, wall, roof). The mechanical performances of the designed composites were assessed. The 93 

present work focuses on hygric and thermal performances of these composites. The characterization is based on 94 

the measurement of the sorption isotherm, the moisture buffer value and the thermal conductivity. The impact of 95 

clay stabilization and hemp content on these hygric and thermal properties is highlighted. Then, due to the high 96 

hygroscopic capacity of these materials, the effect of water content on thermal conductivity is investigated. The 97 

investigations include experimental measurements and self-consistent scheme modelling. 98 

2. Materials and methods 99 

2.1. Clay 100 
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The clay was used as a binding matrix in two ways: as it is or stabilized. In this study, the term “binder” refers to 101 

“binding matrix”. 102 

The clay was the sludge from the rinsing bath of the gravel production site of Vaurifier in France. The sludge 103 

was first decanted, then dried at 100°C, milled with a knife mill, and finally sieved with a square mesh of 2 mm 104 

(Fig. 1). Fig. 2 gives the particle-size distribution curve and Table 1 summarizes the main physical 105 

characteristics. All the particles are smaller than 80 m, in line with the gravel production process. This material 106 

is mainly composed of silt with a medium particle size of 9.7 m. The Atterberg liquid limit is medium. The 107 

chemical composition of studied clay and its X-Ray diffractograph can be found in [53]. This clay is composed 108 

of quartz, muscovite and kaolinite, ranked by content order. 109 

 110 

Fig. 1. Preparation of clay binder: a) decanting; b) Drying; c) Milling; d) Sieving with a square mesh of 2 mm. 111 

 112 

Fig. 2. Particle size distributions of clay (measured by laser technique). 113 

Table 1. Physical characteristics of clay. 114 

 Parameters Clay Binder 

Density ρs (g/cm3) 2.57 

Atterberg limit 
Liquid Limit (LL) 36 

Plastic Limit (PL) 26 
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Plasticity Index (PI) 10 

Grain size 
distribution 

% < 2 µm (clay) 14.06 

2 µm < % < 63 µm (silt) 85.72 

63 µm < % (sand) 0.22 

D50 (µm) 9.7 

The stabilized clay was made of clay stabilized with 5% of lime-based binder (Thermo) from BCB and 5% of 115 

Portland cement (CEM I 52.5 N CE CP2 NF) from Lafarge (Saint Pierre la cour) following the stabilization 116 

study performed in [53]. The chemical composition of these commercial binders can be found in [53]. 117 

2.2. Shiv 118 

The hemp shiv used in this study was a commercial product Biofibat (from CAVAC France). Its characteristics 119 

were obtained following the recommendations of RILEM Technical Committee 236 Bio-aggregates based 120 

Building Materials [54]. 121 

The dry bulk density of hemp shiv was about 107± 3.3 kg/m3. Its particle size distribution measured by 122 

mechanical sieving and by image analysis is presented in Fig. 3. Its width ranges from 0.14 mm to 6.8 mm, with 123 

a medium value W50 of 2.9 mm. The length ranges from 0.6 mm to 40.6 mm, with a medium value L50 of 11.5 124 

mm. The equivalent diameter ranges from 0.36 mm to 12.48 mm, with a medium value ED50 of 5.8 mm. 125 

 126 

Fig. 3. Particle size distribution of shiv. 127 

2.3. Formulations and specimen production 128 
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This work investigated two kinds of materials composed with the same hemp shiv and two types of binder 129 

matrix: HCC made with clay and HSCC made with stabilized clay. In order to produce materials for different 130 

applications (floor, wall and roof), four hemp to binder ratios (H/B) were considered for each kind of binder. The 131 

water demand of each binder depends on its composition. Thus, in order to reach the same mixture consistencies 132 

of the mixtures, the water content was adjusted: it was higher for stabilized clay than for clay. The different 133 

formulations are summarized in Fig. 5 and Table 2. 134 

In order to avoid any water absorption competition between binder and hemp shiv during the mixture 135 

preparation, the binder paste was prepared separately. Firstly, dry binder and water were mixed in a mixer to 136 

form a binder paste for about 2 min (with water to binder mass ratio of 0.4 and 0.6 for HCC and HSCC 137 

respectively). At the same time, the hemp shiv was mixed separately with water by hand with water to hemp 138 

mass ratio of 0.4. Thereafter, the moist hemp was progressively added to the binder paste and mixing went on for 139 

approximately 5 min until a homogeneous mix was obtained. 140 

The mixture was then placed in oiled cubic molds (10×10×10 cm) in 2 layers. Each layer was compacted at 0.1 141 

MPa with a compressive testing machine leading to specimen size of about 10×10×7 cm (Fig. 4). 142 

 143 

Fig. 4. Production process: a) Binder mixing (paste); b) Hemp mixing by hand; c) Addition of the moist hemp to 144 

the paste and mixing; d) Compaction; e) Designed specimens. 145 

After manufacturing, the specimens were covered and they were stored at room temperature for a period of at 146 

least 5 days, after which the cover and the specimens were removed from the mold. Finally, the specimens were 147 

stabilized at 23 °C and 50% of relative humidity. The monitoring of mass, with daily weighing of specimens, 148 

allowed to ensure that the stabilization was reached. 149 
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 150 

Fig. 5. Mass percentage of the components of composites (H: hemp; B: binder; W: water) – left: HCC, right: 151 

HSCC. 152 

Table 2. Formulation of composites: hemp to binder (H/B), water mixed with hemp to hemp (WH/H), water 153 

mixed with binder to binder (WB/B), and total water to binder (Wtot/B) mass ratios. 154 

Composite Binder H/B WH/H WB/B Wtot/B 

HCC-0.4 Clay 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.56 

HCC-0.455 Clay 0.455 0.4 0.4 0.58 

HCC-0.5 Clay 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.60 

HCC-0.75 Clay 0.75 0.4 0.4 0.80 

HSCC-0.4 Stabilized Clay 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.76 

HSCC-0.455 Stabilized Clay 0.455 0.4 0.6 0.78 

HSCC-0.5 Stabilized Clay 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.80 

HSCC-0.75 Stabilized Clay 0.75 0.4 0.6 1.00 

2.4. Densities and porosity 155 

The density is the ratio of the mass to the volume of the specimen. The mass was measured with an analytical 156 

balance with a readability of 0.01 g and a linearity of 0.01 g. Each dimension (length, width, height) was the 157 

average of four values measured with an electronic calliper (accurate to 0.01 mm). The density was measured on 158 

the four specimens of each formulation. 159 

The skeleton density s was measured using the pycnometry method [55]. Firstly, the specimen was dried at 60 160 

°C until a constant mass was reached (variation of mass lower than 0.1 % between three consecutive weightings 161 

24 h time-step). Then, the specimen was powderized in a blender and the powder was dried in a desiccator, at 162 

ambient temperature. Finally, the dry powder was introduced into a pycnometer of about 600 ml, immersed in 163 

toluene and regularly shaken until no bubbles could be seen. Then, the pycnometer was totally filled with 164 

toluene. Successive weightings of pycnometer, empty pycnometer (m1), pycnometer with dry sample powder 165 
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(m2), pycnometer with sample powder filled with toluene (m3), pycnometer filled with toluene (m5) and 166 

pycnometer filled with water (m5) led to the mass of sample and to its volume. The skeleton density was 167 

calculated with Eq.(1). Three measurements were performed for each formulation. 168 

𝜌 = = = = =
( )( )

( )( )
  (1) 169 

The total porosity n was calculated from the skeleton density (s) and the apparent dry density (app) of material 170 

(Eq.(2)): 171 

𝑛 =            (2) 172 

2.5. Hygric characterization 173 

2.5.1. Sorption isotherm at 23 °C 174 

The sorption isotherm or hygroscopic curve relates the amount of equilibrium moisture content to the ambient 175 

relative humidity for a given temperature. 176 

Sorption isotherms can be measured according to continuous or discontinuous methods [56]. In this study, the 177 

sorption isotherms were measured according to the discontinuous method: the moisture content was determined 178 

at successive stages of increasing relative humidity. The specimens were dried in an oven at 60 °C until the mass 179 

change was less than 0.1% between three consecutive weightings with 24 h time-step. Then, the specimens were 180 

stabilized in a climate chamber (Memmert HPP260) which regulates temperature and relative humidity. The 181 

specimens were weighed two to three times a week. The sorption isotherm was measured at 23 ± 0.1 °C. 182 

Relative humidities considered in this study were 0, 35, 50, 65, 80 and 90 % RH. The water content w was 183 

calculated from the mass of the specimen with Eq. (3). 184 

𝑤 =            (3) 185 

Where m  is the mass of the specimen in steady state conditions (kg) and 0m  is the mass of the specimen in the 186 

initial dry state (kg). 187 
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Several models have been developed to describe the sorption curve like BET model [57,58], GAB model (4) 188 

[59–62], Van Genuchten model [63]. In this study, the selected model was the GAB one. This model relates the 189 

water content to the specific surface area of the material for multilayer sorption. Even if it is physically valid 190 

when there is no capillary condensation; the GAB model covers a wide range of relative humidity (5 to 80-90 % 191 

RH) and is convenient to fit experimental adsorption data all over the RH range. The GAB model is expressed as 192 

follows: 193 

=
. .

( . )( . . . )
          (4) 194 

Where mw  is the monomolecular water content (kg/kg), CG and k are the fitting parameters of the GAB model, 195 

and  is the relative humidity (-). 196 

The fitting of the model to the experimental values was performed using a least-squares minimization procedure. 197 

2.5.2. Moisture buffer value 198 

The moisture buffer value MBV quantifies the moisture buffering capacity of a material. It is measured under 199 

dynamic conditions following the method defined in the NORDTEST project [64]. This value relates the amount 200 

of moisture uptake (and release), per open surface area, under daily cyclic variation of relative humidity 201 

according to equation (3). This value is mainly, but not only, a property of the material. Actually, the mass 202 

transfer coefficient at the boundary also plays a role. The control of air velocity in the surroundings of the 203 

specimens is therefore essential to be representative of conditions of use. It is checked to be around 0.1 m/s as 204 

required in NORDTEST protocol [64]. 205 

𝑀𝐵𝑉 =
∆

          (5) 206 

Where MBV is the Moisture Buffer Value (g/(m².%RH)), m  is the moisture uptake / release during the period 207 

(g), A  is the open surface area (m²) and lowhighRH / are the high/low relative humidity level (%). 208 

Within the NORDTEST project, a round robin test was performed on nine representative building materials. It 209 

gives initial results and leads to a classification of moisture buffer values from negligible to excellent (Fig. 6). 210 
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 211 

Fig. 6. Ranges for practical moisture buffer value classes [64]. 212 

The test method requires prismatic specimens sealed on five out of six sides using aluminium tape to ensure that 213 

vapor exchange only occurs through a single face of the specimen. After stabilization at (23°C; 50% RH), 214 

specimens were exposed to daily cyclic variations: 8 hours at high relative humidity (75%) followed by 16 hours 215 

at low relative humidity (33%) in a climate chamber (Vötsch VC4060). The specimens were regularly weighed 216 

out of the climate chamber: five times during the absorption period and two times during the desorption period. 217 

The test continued until the change in mass m is the same between the last three cycles with less than 5% of 218 

discrepancies. For each specimen, the MBV was thus the average value calculated from the last 3 cycles. The 219 

MBV of the materials is the average value of the three specimens. 220 

2.6. Thermal conductivity 221 

2.6.1. Experimental measurement 222 

The thermal conductivity represents the ability of a material to conduct heat under temperature gradient and 223 

steady state conditions. It quantifies how much heat flows in a material.  224 

The measurements were performed with a transient state method using the commercial CT-meter device from 225 

SMEE with a hot wire (5 cm long). The main advantage of this method, compared to steady-state methods like 226 

hot plate, is that transient methods do not induce (or limit) water migration during test [65]. Thus, they allow 227 

measurement at wet state. The sensor was sandwiched between two specimens. The contact surface of specimens 228 

was as flat as possible in order to ensure good contact between the specimens and the probe.  229 
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The measurement is based on the analysis of the temperature rise versus heating time. The heat flow and heating 230 

time were chosen to reach high enough temperature rise (>10°C) and high correlation coefficient (R2) between 231 

experimental data and theoretical curve given by Eq (4). For all formulations, the heating power and time used in 232 

this study were 0.212 W and 120 s, respectively. 233 

For all materials, two pairs were formed from four specimens. As this method leads to localized measurement, 234 

for each pair, tests were repeated at least 5 times at different places, to ensure the representativeness of the 235 

thermal conductivity values. The thermal conductivity of each pair was the average of five measurements, 236 

having a variation coefficient lower than 5%. The thermal conductivity of one material was given by the average 237 

value measured on the two pairs. 238 

∆𝑇 = (ln(𝑡) + 𝐾)          (6) 239 

Where q is the heat flow per meter (W/m) and K is a constant which takes into account the thermal diffusivity of 240 

the material. 241 

The effect of water content on the thermal conductivity of composites was investigated for a humidity range 242 

representative of humidity met in buildings. After measurement at dry state, the test was performed at 35, 50, 65 243 

and 80 % RH, from the lowest to the highest relative humidity. For dry state, the specimens were dried in an 244 

oven at 60 °C, they were then cooled to ambient temperature in dessicator where the measurement was 245 

performed (Fig. 7). For wet state, the specimens were stabilized in a climate chamber (Memmert HPP260). For 246 

each point, the stabilization of mass was reached when the change in mass was less than 0.01% in 24 h. 247 

 248 

Fig. 7. Measurement of thermal conductivity at dry state – left: CT meter and dry chamber, right: experimental 249 

thermogram. 250 

2.6.2. Modelling of thermal conductivity by self-consistent scheme 251 
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The self-consistent scheme allows estimating the thermal conductivity of heterogeneous materials from the 252 

thermal conductivity of each component and its volume ratio. This scheme has been successfully used in several 253 

studies to model the thermal conductivity of building materials and hemp concretes [8,10,66–68] considering 254 

three phases or double homogenization. The approximation of the equivalent conductivity was based on the 255 

assumption that the energy embedded in the heterogeneous medium is equivalent to that of the equivalent 256 

homogeneous medium submitted the same boundary conditions. The heterogeneous medium, with spherical 257 

inclusions, is assumed to be an assembly of composite spheres of various sizes. For a two-phase medium, a 258 

sphere of radius Ra (phase a) is embedded in a concentric spherical shell of external radius Rb (phase b). This 259 

composite sphere is embedded in a homogeneous and isotropic equivalent medium (Fig. 8). The equivalent 260 

thermal conductivity in this case is expressed as follows: 261 

= 1 +    ; 𝑛 =          (7) 262 

where λa(resp,b) is the thermal conductivity of the phase a (resp. b), n is the volume ratio of the phase a. 263 

This method can be applied to a three-phase medium by considering an additional shell (Fig. 8). The equivalent 264 

thermal conductivity eq of the tricomposite homogenized medium is given by the relation (8): 265 

= 1 +
×

× ×

          (8) 266 

 𝜀 =
𝑅

𝑅
;  𝛿 = 1 −

𝑅

𝑅
 267 

 268 

Fig. 8: Self-consistent scheme – left: two-phase composite sphere embedded in a homogeneous equivalent 269 

medium, right: three-phase composite sphere embedded in a homogeneous equivalent medium. 270 
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In this study, the two phases model was used at dry state, considering air as phase a and solid matrix (including 271 

hemp shiv and binder) as phase b, n was thus the porosity of the material. The three phase model was used for 272 

wet material considering air as phase a, water as phase b and solid phase as phase c. ε was the porosity of the 273 

material and δ was calculated from water content and porosity. Firstly, for each formulation, the experimental 274 

data at dry point were fitted with the self-consistent scheme to identify the thermal conductivity of the solid 275 

phase using the least square method. Then, the variation of thermal conductivity with water content was 276 

calculated considering the thermal conductivity of the solid phase in the three-phase model. 277 

3.  Results and discussion 278 

3.1. Density and porosity of composites 279 

After mass stabilization of the specimens at dry state, the density values range from 347 kg/m3 to 470 kg/m3 for 280 

HCC, and between 383 kg/m3 and 523 kg/m3 for HSCC. For a given hemp content, the density is higher with 281 

stabilized clay. 282 

The values obtained in this study are slightly lower than the values found in previous studies for the same 283 

formulations of cylindrical specimens [53], where the density values range from 373 kg/m3 to 510 kg/m3 for 284 

HCC, and from 410 kg/m3 to 578 kg/m3 for HSCC. This slight difference can be explained by the edge effects: 285 

with cubic molds, the stacking is less compact in the corners. 286 

Table 3 gives the apparent density at 23 °C and 50%RH, at dry state and the total porosity of studied materials. 287 

Fig. 9 gives the variation of the dry density of composites versus hemp content. 288 

After mass stabilization of the specimens at dry state, the density values range from 347 kg/m3 to 470 kg/m3 for 289 

HCC, and between 383 kg/m3 and 523 kg/m3 for HSCC. For a given hemp content, the density is higher with 290 

stabilized clay. 291 

The values obtained in this study are slightly lower than the values found in previous studies for the same 292 

formulations of cylindrical specimens [53], where the density values range from 373 kg/m3 to 510 kg/m3 for 293 

HCC, and from 410 kg/m3 to 578 kg/m3 for HSCC. This slight difference can be explained by the edge effects: 294 

with cubic molds, the stacking is less compact in the corners. 295 
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Table 3. Density and porosity of studied materials. 296 

 

Hemp/Binder 
ratio (H/B) 

Hemp content 
(H/(H+B)) 

Apparent 
density at (23 
°C ; 50 % RH) 

(kg/m3) 

Apparent 
density at dry 

state 
(kg/m3) 

Total porosity 
n (%) 

HCC 

0.4 0.29 480.2 469.5 76.1 
0.455 0.31 468.8 459.3 77.3 

0.5 0.33 420.6 408.0 78.2 
0.75 0.43 361.3 346.8 81.1 

HSCC 

0.4 0.29 537.2 523.0 73.1 
0.455 0.31 496.5 496.5 75.1 

0.5 0.33 464.6 447.9 77.2 
0.75 0.43 401.3 382.5 79.2 

The density of composite app, calculated from mix proportioning is expressed with: 297 

𝜌 =   and  𝑉 =
 

       (9) 298 

then  = − + (1 − 𝑉 )        (10) 299 

Where H is the density of stacked hemp particles, B is the density of the dry binding matrix and Vair is the 300 

relative entrapped air volume. 301 

Whatever the binding matrix, the reverse of density increases linearly with the hemp content H/(H+B) according 302 

to the relationship given in Fig. 9. The density of the dry binding matrix is calculated from WB/B (0.4 for HCC 303 

and 0.6 for HSCC) and known density of clay and stabilizers. The values are 1270 kg/m3 for HCC and 1020 304 

kg/m3 for HSCC. The intercept of the curves leads to the calculation of the apparent density of the entrapped air 305 

volume (297 l/m3 for HCC and 407 l/m3 for HSCC). It appears that HSCC present more entrapped air during the 306 

production than HCC, which is not so clear analyzing the total porosity (Table 3). The slope of the curve leads to 307 

the calculation of the density of the stacked shiv particles (143 kg/m3 for HCC and 141 kg/m3 for HSCC). 308 

Interestingly, the density of shiv in the mix appears a little higher than the bulk density of dry hemp shiv but 309 

lower than the particles density evaluated by [1]: 256 kg/m3. It appears that the volume affected to the particles 310 

in the mix includes voids, due to the particles entanglement. The void volume associated to the shiv particles is 311 

estimated to 45% of the apparent volume of the shiv particles in the mix (i.e. the particle volume occupied 55% 312 

of the apparent volume of the shiv particles in the mix). 313 
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 314 

Fig. 9. Variation of the reverse of apparent density at dry state versus hemp to (hemp+binder) ratio. 315 

Like for density, the total porosity values increase with the increase of hemp content. They range from 76 to 81% 316 

for HCC, and from 73 to 79% for HSCC. These values are in the range of the values found in the literature for 317 

hemp-based composites [8,10,24]. Including data obtained for the two types of composites (Fig. 10), the total 318 

porosity of the composites decreases linearly when the apparent dry density increases with very good correlation 319 

(R2 = 0.959). 320 

 321 

Fig. 10. Total porosity of the designed composites versus their apparent dry density. 322 

3.2. Hygric characterization 323 

This section gives the results on sorption isotherm and on Moisture Buffer Value. Analyses are performed 324 

regarding the effect of hemp content and stabilization of clay on these characteristics. 325 
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3.2.1. Sorption isotherm at 23 °C 326 

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively show the adsorption isotherms obtained for hemp clay composites (HCC) and 327 

for hemp stabilized clay composites (HSCC) with different hemp to binder ratios. For HCC, the 90% RH point 328 

was not measured because of mold growth on the surface of the specimens after 48 hours of exposure to this 329 

relative humidity. 330 

The dots correspond to the average values experimentally obtained from the mass water contents of the four 331 

specimens of a given formulation. The standard deviation values were so low that they can be considered 332 

negligible. The lines give the fittings with the GAB model. Table 4 gives the GAB model parameters obtained 333 

for the different formulations. 334 

For all the formulations, a very good correlation between the GAB model and the experimental points is 335 

observed (R² very close to 1). All the obtained curves are sigmoid and are classified as type II or III according to 336 

the IUPAC's classification. [56]. This is consistent with the fact that such types of curves are traditionally 337 

identified for porous media with macro pore scale. 338 

For the range of the considered relative humidity, the water contents are slightly higher for HSCC than for HCC. 339 

Thus, for HSCC, the water contents reach 7.9 % to 9.5 % at 90 %RH, and 4.6 % to 6.4 % at 80 %RH. For the 340 

HCC, the water contents reach 3.9% to 5.9% at 80 %RH. It can also be observed that the water content is also 341 

influenced by the hemp content. 342 

 343 
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Fig. 11. Adsorption isotherm of HCC formulations (points: mean mass water content and standard deviation, 344 

lines: GAB model) for hemp to binder ratio ranging from 0.4 to 0.75. 345 

 346 

Fig. 12. Adsorption isotherm of HSCC formulations (points: mean mass water content and standard deviation, 347 

lines: GAB model) for hemp to binder ratio ranging from 0.4 to 0.75. 348 

Table 4. Sorption curves: Fitting parameters of GAB model (Eq.(4)) for HCC and HSCC. 349 

 
Hemp/Binder 
ratio 

wm 
wm Vol 

(kg/m3) 
CG k R2 

HCC 

0.4 1.45%  6.81 3.036  0.851  1.0000  
0.455 1.71%  7.85 2.679  0.804  1.0000  
0.5 2.07%  8.45 2.451  0.790  1.0000  
0.75 2.44%  8.46 2.450  0.821  1.0000  

HSCC 

0.4 1.16%  6.07 7.237  0.953  0.9995  
0.455 1.43%  6.88 3.898  0.928  0.9997  
0.5 1.67%  7.48 3.664  0.889  0.9998  
0.75 2.28%  8.72 3.053  0.866  0.9999  

The water contents obtained for the HCC and HSCC are higher than those obtained on clay bricks with a small 350 

amount of barley or wheat [69]. For unstabilized bricks, the water contents obtained with 3% wheat in the 351 

composition are 3.6% at 80% RH and 5.6% at 90% RH. With 3% barley in the composition, the water contents 352 

at 80 and 90% RH are 3.6 and 5%, respectively. When the bricks are stabilized with 10% cement, the water 353 

contents obtained with 3% wheat are 3.7% at 80% RH and 5% to 90% RH (for barley, 3 and 4% in water content 354 

respectively). The differences in water content between the HCC, the HSCC and the stabilized brick 355 

formulations in Ashour et al study [69] are attributed to the difference in bio-aggregate content, which is much 356 

lower in the Ashour et al study. 357 
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The water contents obtained for HSCC are slightly lower than those found on clay-cement wood-aggregate 358 

composites [70]. For a wood content of 30%, the water contents are about 4.2% at 65% RH, 6.7% at 80% RH 359 

and 11% at 90% RH. For a wood content of 40%, the water contents are about 4.3% at 65% RH, 7.8% at 80% 360 

RH and 12.9% at 90% RH. The higher the relative humidity, the greater the difference between the water content 361 

of HSCC and that of the clay cement wood aggregate composites. 362 

Fig.13 and Fig. 14 show the evolution of the mass water content as a function of hemp content for HCC and 363 

HSCC respectively, for each relative humidity. Whatever the type of binder, the water content increases quite 364 

linearly with the hemp content with very good correlation coefficients. The linear regressions for each relative 365 

humidity can be used to link the mass water content of the formulations to the sorption curves of the components 366 

(binders and shiv). Assuming a direct relation between the adsorption isotherm of the composite and the 367 

adsorption isotherm of the binder and of the hemp according to their mass proportions (B: binder, H : hemp), the 368 

mass water content of given formulation can be calculated with Eq. (11): 369 

w =  α + β           (11) 370 

Where H and B are the hemp content and the binder content, α and β correspond to the adsorption isotherms of 371 

hemp and of binder respectively. 372 

The Eq. (11) can be written as follows: 373 

w =  a + b           (12) 374 

With a = α-β et b = β. The parameters a and b are provided by the linear regression obtained for each RH level 375 

on the Fig. 13. Then, the estimated sorption α and β are evaluated. 376 

Fig. 15 shows the identified adsorption isotherms obtained for hemp, binder of HCC and binder of HSCC in the 377 

composites. The two curves obtained for the hemp (from HCC and from HSCC) are almost superimposed, the 378 

water contents are in the range of values found in the literature [25,71]. 379 

The identified adsorption isotherm of the binder of HCC in the composite presents slightly negative values. 380 

Therefore, this binder matrix do not contribute to the sorption of the mixture. On the other hand, the identified 381 

adsorption isotherm of the binder of HSCC is positive. The obtained values are in the range of the values 382 
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obtained by Cagnon et al [29] in their works on five earth bricks (the water contents are between 4-5% at 95% 383 

RH). 384 

The proposed equation (Eq. (11)) for the prediction of the water contents was benchmarked against the 385 

experimental values obtained for all materials. Fig. 16 points out that there is very high correlation between the 386 

experimental and predicted values. In fact, it can be seen that the proposed equations provide a good prediction 387 

of the water contents. Thus, for composites made with the considered implementation method, this tool makes it 388 

possible to predict, for the different studied binders, the sorption isotherms for any formulation. 389 

 390 

Fig. 13: Evolution of the mass water content as a function of the hemp content for HCC under several relative 391 

humidities. 392 

 393 

Fig. 14: Evolution of the mass water content as a function of the hemp content for HSCC under several relative 394 

humidities. 395 
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 396 

Fig. 15: Identified adsorption isotherm of hemp, binder of HCC and binder of HSCC in the composites. 397 

 398 

Fig. 16: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of mass water content for HCC and HSCC 399 

under several relative humidities. 400 

3.2.2. Moisture buffer value 401 

Fig. 17 shows the ambient relative humidity in the climate chamber during the test. The average value of relative 402 

humidity (RH) is slightly lower than 75 % during absorption (about 71.13 %) and slightly higher than 33% 403 

during desorption (about 35.2 %) because the door of the climatic chamber is regularly open to weigh specimens 404 

(peak on the curve).  405 
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Fig. 17 also gives an example of moisture uptake and release during the MBV test. For all the studied materials, 406 

the measures performed on the three specimens give very close results for moisture uptake and release and thus 407 

for moisture buffer value. 408 

The steady state is reached from the third cycle: the change in mass Δm and the moisture buffer value vary less 409 

than 5% within each cycle. Table 5 gives the average value and the standard deviation of the MBV calculated 410 

from cycles 3 to 5 in adsorption, desorption and average for all the composites. The value is very slightly higher 411 

in desorption than in adsorption. 412 

 413 

Fig. 17. Ambient relative humidity during the test and example of moisture uptake and release for one specimen 414 

of HCC-05. 415 

Table 5. Average value and standard deviation value of Moisture Buffer Value in adsorption, desorption and 416 

average. 417 

 
Hemp/Binder 

ratio 
MBV ads. 

(g/(m².%RH)) 
MBV des. 

(g/(m².%RH)) 
MBV av. 

(g/(m².%RH) 

HCC 

0.4 1.99 ± 0.03 2.15 ± 0.03 2.07 ± 0.03 
0.455 2.05 ± 0.02 2.20 ± 0.02 2.12 ± 0.02 
0.5 2.09 ±0.02 2.21 ± 0.04 2.15 ± 0.03 
0.75 2.18 ± 0.03 2.38 ± 0.04 2.28 ± 0.03 

HSCC 

0.4 2.20 ± 0.01 2.45 ± 0.02 2.33 ± 0.02 
0.455 2.21 ± 0.01 2.42 ± 0.02 2.31 ± 0.02 
0.5 2.14 ± 0.03 2.33 ± 0.03 2.24 ± 0.03 
0.75 2.14 ± 0.07 2.43 ± 0.07 2.33 ± 0.07 

The MBV values range from 2.07 to 2.28 g/(m².%RH) for HCC and from 2.24 to 2.33 g/(m².%RH) for HSCC. 418 

According to the NORDTEST project classification, all the studied materials have an excellent moisture buffer 419 
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capacity (MBV > 2 g/(m².%RH)). Consequently, they can be considered as excellent hygric regulators that 420 

contribute to hygrothermal comfort. 421 

Fig. 18 shows the evolution of the moisture buffer value (MBV) of all composites as a function of density. For 422 

HCC, the MBV decreases linearly when the density increases. For HSCC, the moisture buffer value is almost 423 

constant over the studied density range. 424 

The variation of the moisture buffer value of the composite as a function of hemp content is shown in Fig. 19. 425 

Hemp stabilized clay composite (HSCC) have higher MBV than hemp clay composite (HCC). The stabilization 426 

of clay enhances the MBV by 2–12% depending on the hemp content. 427 

For all composites, the MBV obtained are in the range of values found in the literature. For lime-hemp 428 

composites, MBV values range from 1.94 to 2.24 g/(m².%RH) [15,20,72,73]. The MBV of HCC and HSCC are 429 

better than those obtained for Poly-Lactic Acid-based composites for which the moisture buffer value is 1.77 430 

g/(m².%RH) [72] and similar to those obtained for hemp-straw composites (MBV = 2.27 g/(m².%RH) for  = 431 

179 kg/m3) [74]. 432 

The moisture buffer value results both from storage and transfer capacities of materials. For HCC, an increase in 433 

the hemp content induces an increase in storage capacities which leads to an increase in the MBV. For HSCC, 434 

when H/(H+B) increases, a compensation of storage and transfer capacities leads to constant MBV. In order to 435 

confirm this hypothesis, complementary investigations regarding water vapor permeability could be performed. 436 

 437 

Fig. 18. Moisture Buffer Value of HCC and HSCC versus density at (23°C; 50%RH). 438 
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 439 

Fig. 19. Moisture Buffer Value of HCC and HSCC versus hemp content 440 

3.3. Thermal characterization 441 

This section gives the experimental results and analyses regarding hemp content, stabilization of clay and water 442 

content. Then, the thermal conductivity is modelled with self-consistent scheme. 443 

3.3.1. Experimental results 444 

3.3.1.1. Thermal conductivity at dry state 445 

Fig. 20 gives the variation of thermal conductivity versus density at dry state. For HCC, the thermal conductivity 446 

values range from 0.089 to 0.111 W/(m.K) while the density values range from 346 to 470 kg/m3. For HSCC, the 447 

thermal conductivity values range from 0.096 to 0.120 W/(m.K) while the density values range from 382 to 523 448 

kg/m3. These thermal conductivity values make these composites suitable for distributed insulation. 449 

The results show a linear correlation between thermal conductivity and composite density. More, for the two 450 

kinds of binder, the thermal conductivity follows the same linear relationship with density with a high correlation 451 

coefficient (Eq. (13)). 452 

In comparison with the literature for hemp concrete, these thermal conductivity values are in the range of the 453 

values in [8] and [21]. They are slightly lower than the values given in [24] for compacted hemp concrete and in 454 
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[10] for sprayed hemp concrete for similar density. The linear relationship is close to the one observed in [8,21] 455 

(Eq. (14)). 456 

Compared to the values found in literature for earth-based composite, the thermal conductivity of the studied 457 

materials are in the range of the values given on straw-clay composites, where the thermal conductivity values 458 

range from 0.071 to 0.120 W/(m.K) with density about 241 to 531 kg/m3 [41]. The thermal conductivity of 459 

studied materials is higher than values found on hemp concrete with alternative unfired binders as lime 460 

replacement in [75], where the thermal conductivity values range from 0.06 to 0.07 W/(m.K) for density about  461 

330 kg/m3. On the other hand, these results are slightly lower than the values given for hemp clay composite in 462 

[46] and for clay-cement wood composites [47]. 463 

Linear regression of thermal conductivity versus density of the designed composites (HCC and HSCC): 464 

𝜆 = 0.0001879 × 𝜌 + 0.0234         (13) 465 

Linear regression of thermal conductivity versus density of hemp concrete established by Cerezo [8]: 466 

𝜆 = 0.0002 × 𝜌 + 0.0194         (14) 467 

 468 

Fig. 20. Thermal conductivity of HCC and HSCC versus density at dry state. 469 

Fig. 21 gives the thermal conductivity of HCC and HSCC versus hemp content at dry state. Hemp stabilized clay 470 

composite (HSCC) have higher thermal conductivity than hemp clay composite (HCC). It is highlighted that the 471 
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stabilization of clay increases the thermal conductivity by 5–15% depending on the hemp content. This is related 472 

to the higher density and lower porosity of HSCC than HCC for a given hemp content (After mass stabilization 473 

of the specimens at dry state, the density values range from 347 kg/m3 to 470 kg/m3 for HCC, and between 383 474 

kg/m3 and 523 kg/m3 for HSCC. For a given hemp content, the density is higher with stabilized clay. 475 

The values obtained in this study are slightly lower than the values found in previous studies for the same 476 

formulations of cylindrical specimens [53], where the density values range from 373 kg/m3 to 510 kg/m3 for 477 

HCC, and from 410 kg/m3 to 578 kg/m3 for HSCC. This slight difference can be explained by the edge effects: 478 

with cubic molds, the stacking is less compact in the corners. 479 

Table 3). 480 

The thermal conductivity decreases when the hemp to binder ratio increases. For HCC, the thermal conductivity 481 

decreases by 18% from 0.108 to 0.089 W/(m.K) as the hemp to binder ratio increased from 0.4 to 0.75. For 482 

HSCC the thermal conductivity decreases by 20% from 0.120 to 0.096 W/(m.K) as the hemp to binder ratio rises 483 

from 0.4 to 0.75. This result is similar to other studies performed on wood-aggregate based composites and on 484 

hemp-aggregate based composites where the increase of the bio-aggregate to binder ratio induces a decrease in 485 

the thermal conductivity of the composite [10,19,22,47,49,70,76–78]. Bederina et al underline that the decrease 486 

in thermal conductivity is not linearly proportional to the increase of bio-aggregate in wood-based composite 487 

[77]. Similar results are found on hemp concretes [10,22]. Actually, the decrease in thermal conductivity is 488 

linked to the decrease in density induced by the increase in bio-aggregate ratio. As the reverse of density evolves 489 

linearly with the hemp content (H/(H+B),  and the thermal conductivity evolves linearly with density, the reverse 490 

of the thermal conductivity evolves linearly with hemp content, as shown Fig. 22. The intercept of the curve and 491 

the value at H/(H+B) = 1 leads to the determination of the porous binding matrix and shiv particles conductivity 492 

values (B, resp. H): for HCC B = 0.207 W/(m.K) and H,= 0.050 W/(m.K) for HSCCB = 0.251 W/(m.K) and 493 

H,= 0.052 W/(m.K). The thermal conductivity values of hemp shiv are close to the values given in [8]: 0.048 494 

W/(m.K) for bulk particles with apparent density of 110 kg/m3, and 0.058 W/(m.K) for bulk particles with 495 

apparent density of 155 kg/m3. 496 
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 497 

Fig. 21. Reverse of the thermal conductivity of HCC and HSCC versus H/(H+B) ratio at dry state. 498 

3.3.1.2. Variation of thermal conductivity of composites with water 499 

content 500 

The evolution of thermal conductivity as a function of water content is given in the Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 for HCC 501 

and HSCC, respectively. Between the dry state and the 80% RH point, the thermal conductivity of HSCC 502 

increases by 14.1 to 17.5% (depending on the H/B ratio) and by 12.3 to 16.9% for HCC. The thermal 503 

conductivity increases linearly with the water content for all formulations, due to higher thermal conductivity for 504 

water than for air (λwater = 0.6, λair = 0.026 W/(m.K)). Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show also the relationships defined by 505 

fitting of the experimental points. 506 

For both types of binder, the effect of water content on thermal conductivity is all the more important as the 507 

hemp content is low. This effect is also higher for HSCC than for HCC, excepted for H/B = 0.4: the slope values 508 

range from 0.27 to 0.47 for HCC while they range from 0.30 to 0.43 for HSCC. As the water content obtained 509 

for a given relative humidity is slightly higher for HSCC than HCC (see section on sorption isotherms Fig. 13 510 

and Fig. 14)), HSCC are the most affected by changes in ambient relative humidity.  511 
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 512 

Fig. 22. Thermal conductivity of HCC versus mass water content. 513 

 514 

Fig. 23. Thermal conductivity of HSCC versus mass water content. 515 

3.3.2. SCS model for predicting thermal conductivity 516 

3.3.2.1. Thermal conductivity of the solid phase 517 

The self-consistent scheme is used to model the thermal conductivity of the solid phase λS with the two-phase 518 

model, from thermal conductivity values measured at dry state, skeleton density values and total porosity values 519 

obtained by the pycnometer method. Results are presented in Table 6. 520 

The thermal conductivity values of the solid phase of HCC and HSCC,for the different H/B ratios, range from 521 

0.460 W/(m.K) to 0.537 W/(m.K). The values are similar for the HCC and the HSCC composites, with a 522 
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deviation about 5 %. These values are in the range of values found in the literature. For hemp-lime concretes, the 523 

thermal conductivity values of the solid phase range from 0.612 to 0.791 W/(m.K) depending on hemp to lime 524 

ratio in [10], and it is 0.63 W/(m.K) in [67]. 525 

Table 6. Thermal conductivity values of designed materials λexp, solid particles λS at 23 C, according to the self-526 

consistent scheme. 527 

 
Hemp/Binder 

ratio 
n (%) exp. 

(W/(m.k)) 
s 

(W/(m.k)) 

HCC 

0.4 76.1 0.108 0.491 
0.455 77.3 0.111 0.537 
0.5 78.2 0.096 0.460 
0.75 81.1 0.089 0.484 

HSCC 

0.4 73.1 0.120 0.494 
0.455 75.1 0.117 0.518 
0.5 77.2 0.110 0.527 
0.75 79.2 0.093 0.485 

3.3.2.2. Thermal conductivity as a function of water content 528 

Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 give the modelization with the three-phase self-consistent scheme (Eq. (8)) and the 529 

experimental data of the thermal conductivity versus the water content for the HCC and the HSCC composites 530 

respectively. Fig 27 and Fig 28 give the modelled values of thermal conductivity for the different hemp ratios 531 

and water contents versus the experimental data. In all cases, there is a good correlation between experimental 532 

data and self-consistent scheme. The self-consistent scheme leads to better results for HCC than for HSCC and 533 

better results for relative humidities up to 65 %RH. 534 

For all formulations and for relative humidities less than or equal to 65%, the difference between experimental 535 

data and modelled values is less than 5%. Above 65% RH, the deviation reaches 6.5% at 80% RH for HCC-0.4 536 

and HCC-0.75, 8.5% at 90% RH for HSCC-0.455 and HSCC-0.5. It remains below 5% for the other 537 

formulations. The deviations observed are correlated with lower modelled slopes than experimental ones (30-538 

42% lower for HSCC formulations and 33-55% lower for HCC formulations).  539 
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 540 

Fig. 24. Thermal conductivity of HCC versus mass water content  Points: experimental data; Lines: three phase 541 

self-consistent scheme model. 542 

 543 

Fig. 25. Thermal conductivity of HSCC versus mass water content  Points: experimental data; Lines: three 544 

phase self-consistent scheme model. 545 
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 546 

Fig. 26: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of thermal conductivity of HCC. 547 

 548 

Fig. 27: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of thermal conductivity of HSCC. 549 

4. Conclusion 550 

This work investigates the use of clay as binder of hemp composite and it highlights the effect of clay 551 

stabilization and hemp to binder ratio on hygrothermal properties. 552 

The density of the hemp composites decreases when hemp content increases. It is higher with stabilized clay 553 

than with unstabilized clay. The density values range from 347 kg/m3 to 469 kg/m3 for HCC, and from 382 554 

kg/m3 to 523 kg/m3 for HSCC. Analyzing the links between formulation and density, it appears that, the shiv 555 

particles in the mix are systematically associated to a void volume close to the particles volume.  556 
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The designed composites are hygroscopic and breathable materials. Their sorption curves are sigmoid. For each 557 

kind of matrix, a linear correlation between hemp content and water content is identified. This allows to evaluate 558 

the contribution of hemp shiv and binder to the composite sorption. Then, it is possible to predict the sorption 559 

curve for such kind of matrix and implementation whatever the hemp to binder ratio is. The MBV values of all 560 

composites range from 2.07 to 2.33 g/(m2.%RH) so, these composites are excellent hygric regulators. The 561 

composites made with stabilized clay have a better MBV than the composites made with unstabilized clay.  562 

The thermal conductivity values of the designed composites at dry state are between 0.089 and 0.120 W/(m.K), 563 

making them suitable for use as distributed insulation. The study points out that the thermal conductivity mainly 564 

depends on the density. More, the thermal conductivity value increases with water content by up to 17 % from 565 

dry state to wet state at 80 %RH, with higher effect for lower hemp content. 566 

Finally, the designed composites are promising materials to be used for building envelope. Actually, they can 567 

contribute to reduce energy needs of building and to ensure high hygrothermal comfort of users. 568 
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